[EHLERS-DANLOS SYNDROME OF THE HYPERMOBILE TYPE: A MULTISYSTEMIC DISORDER. CONTRIBUTION OF SKIN ULTRASTRUCTURE TO INDIVIDUAL MANAGEMENT].
Ehlers-Danlos syndrome (EDS) represents a heterogeneous group of disorders of the connective tissue structure. Currently, several types are distinguished following a limited set of clinical signs and genetic mutations. However, there is a lack of specificity of most recognized genetic alterations with the current clinical typing. In addition, the criteria from dermatopathology, ultrastructure and biomechanics are not considered. In addition, the established EDS frontiers are hazardous because a series of anatomo-clinical signs are not considered in the classical EDS concept. The hypermobile type EDS represents an example of the diagnostic uncertainties. It results that guidelines based on evidence-based medicine cannot be established. Only an individual management can be offered to the concerned patients.